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He wanted a new beginning. What he got was a glimpse of a life he could never have...Widower
Dane Winters just wanted a new beginning for himself and his six month old daughter after his
estranged husband&apos;s cold-blooded murder and moving to a small town in Southwest Montana
seemed like a good place to start. But he never expected a favor for a friend to turn into a deadly
encounter that puts him on a collision course with a mysterious stranger passing through
town.Former FBI agent Jaxon Reid stopped in Dare, Montana to right a wrong, not get caught up in
the life of an uptight, country vet with a holier-than-thou attitude. But he soon finds himself drawn to
the quiet, insecure single father who&apos;s trying to leave behind a life of pain and
heartbreak.Dane can&apos;t deny his attraction to Jax, but he knows that pursuing a relationship
with the gorgeous, younger man will only end in heartbreak and turn him into someone he swore he
would never be again. But when danger looms, he&apos;s forced to accept Jax into his life and
home, along with the emotional vulnerability that being around Jax brings to the surface.As their
connection deepens, can Dane find the trust Jax needs from him in order to build a life together or
will he let his past destroy his one chance at a real future?Note: This book contains M/M sexual
content and is intended for mature audiences***This is Book 2 in the series, but can be read as a
stand-alone story - no cliffhangers.***More enjoyment can be gained by reading the series in this
order:Book 1 - Finding Home (M/M/M)Book 2 - Finding Trust (M/M)Book 3 - Finding Peace
(M/M)Book 4 - Finding Forgiveness (M/M)
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IMHO, this one was not as good as the 1st one simply because I can't root for a relationship if I only
like 1 of the MCs. In Book 1, Dane was not only sweet and kind, but he seemed smart and proud of
who he was. Here he was insecure, yes, but he was also extremely flaky when it came to what he
wanted. I can understand being wary of men & relationships, and not wanting to get involved, but
the way he kept pushing and pulling Jax's emotions - have sex, push him away, have sex, stop
speaking to him - was frustrating and annoying. Maybe it was just the way it was written, but I didn't
pity Dane at all, I didn't even like him. Not enough was given about why he was the way that he
was. His father and ex-husband may have been verbally abusive and/or neglectful, but when Jax
told Cade he'd treated him like every other man in his life, where did that come from? Nothing about
other guys was really provided. Another thing that didn't make sense was Dane's
never-fully-explained, "all over needles" body pain/excruciating headache/furniture
destroying/nervous breakdown/blackout. What was that? He said it was something that he'd never
done before, but he was willing to send his child away for the next time it happened? What as IT?
How could he be so sure it would happen again? Why was he the only one who thought he might
end up hurting the child? And he said he would often hear his father's voice and Isaac's voice, was
he hearing other voices, too? He sounded like he could have used some serious counseling. You
can't just write in something like that and leave it open-ended.As for the action elements of the
story, the "favor for a friend" that turns into "a deadly encounter " (according to the description) is all
detailed in the first chapter.
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